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US Supreme Court Allows Challenge to IRS Rule to Go 
Forward Despite Anti-Injunction Act 
The ruling provides a new avenue for parties to bring pre-enforcement challenges to IRS 
rules and regulations. 

Key Points: 
• In CIC Services v. IRS,1 the US Supreme Court allowed a pre-enforcement challenge to an IRS 

reporting rule to go forward, thereby expanding the universe of suits that may survive an Anti-
Injunction Act challenge. 

• Parties seeking to bring a pre-enforcement challenge must identify a non-tax obligation that will 
be alleviated through their suit. Pre-enforcement suits by parties who would otherwise need to 
risk criminal liability are more likely to survive. 

Background 

Anti-Injunction Act 
After a government agency promulgates a new rule or regulation, regulated parties who may be subject to 
the rule commonly challenge it before it is ever enforced against them.2 For tax rules and regulations, 
however, that path is not necessarily available. The Anti-Injunction Act forbids any suit “for the purpose of 
restraining the assessment or collection of any tax.”3 The Act was passed to prevent taxpayers from 
interfering with the flow of tax revenue, and generally requires taxpayers to challenge IRS rules and 
regulations either through a lawsuit seeking a refund of taxes paid or through a deficiency proceeding in 
the Tax Court, which permits a challenge without requiring payment of the taxes first.4 

Reporting Requirement at Issue 
The Internal Revenue Code requires taxpayers and “material advisors” who earn income aiding or 
assisting taxpayers in connection with any “reportable transaction” to provide detailed, timely information 
in reports to the IRS and to keep lists of those they advise on such transactions.5 A reportable transaction 
is one “with respect to which information is required to be included with a return or statement because, as 
determined under regulations prescribed under [I.R.C. §] 6011, such transaction is of a type which the 
[IRS] determines as having a potential for tax avoidance or evasion.”6 The purpose of this rule is for 
parties to notify the IRS of certain potentially abusive transactions, so that the agency can respond if 
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necessary (e.g., through audit activity). This requirement is backstopped by substantial civil penalties,7 
which — critically — the Internal Revenue Code deems to be taxes,8 as well as by criminal penalties.9 

In 2016, the IRS promulgated Notice 2016-66 (the Notice),10 which identifies certain micro-captive 
insurance transactions as potentially abusive reportable transactions. Micro-captive insurance 
transactions are insurance agreements between a parent company and a controlled (or “captive”) insurer. 
The Internal Revenue Code treats such agreements favorably. The parent company can deduct its 
insurance premiums as business expenses, and the insurer can exclude up to US$2.2 million of the 
premiums it receives from its taxable income. The Notice is intended to ensure that these micro-captive 
insurance contracts are real contracts, and not sham transactions designed to avoid tax liability.11 

CIC Services’ Challenge 
CIC Services is a material advisor to taxpayers with respect to micro-captive insurance transactions that 
may be subject to the Notice’s reporting requirement. CIC Services has said that it would comply with the 
Notice, but that such compliance would impose significant costs. It challenged the Notice under the 
Administrative Procedure Act in US district court, alleging that (i) the IRS promulgated the Notice without 
notice-and-comment rulemaking, as CIC Services asserted was required, and (ii) the Notice was arbitrary 
and capricious. The district court declined to address those arguments, however, because it dismissed 
the lawsuit under the Anti-Injunction Act. The district court held that the Anti-Injunction Act barred CIC 
Services’ suit because CIC Services was “seek[ing], at least in part, to restrain the IRS’s assessment or 
collection of a tax,” i.e., the penalty for failing to file reports of reportable transactions that the Internal 
Revenue Code treats as a tax.12 

The US Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit affirmed in a divided opinion. The majority rejected CIC 
Services’ argument that the “purpose” of its suit was not to challenge the penalty but rather the 
burdensome reporting requirement. Despite finding that argument “intuitive at first glance,” the majority 
concluded that it was inconsistent with Supreme Court precedent, which focused on the “effect of the 
plaintiff’s suit” and whether “the relief sought would ‘necessarily preclude’ the assessment or collection of 
the relevant tax.”13 Permitting parties to recharacterize their suits as CIC Services sought to do, the 
majority added, would render the Anti-Injunction Act a dead letter.14 

Judge Nalbandian dissented. He emphasized that CIC Services’ injury was not the civil penalty but the 
“hundreds of hours of labor and tens of thousands of dollars” it would cost to comply with the reporting 
requirement.15 “Put simply,” Judge Nalbandian stated, “this is not a dispute over taxes.”16 Moreover, as a 
result of the decision, CIC Services would have to choose between “acquiesc[ing] to a potentially unlawful 
reporting requirement” and “flout[ing] the requirement,” risking substantial civil and criminal penalties.17 

CIC Services sought rehearing en banc, which the Sixth Circuit denied. Seven judges dissented from the 
denial of rehearing en banc, and two judges wrote separate opinions concurring in the denial of rehearing 
en banc. One of those concurring opinions, written by Judge Sutton, specifically acknowledged that CIC 
Services’ position “seem[ed] to be right as an original matter” but noted that the “key complexity” in the 
case was “how to interpret Supreme Court decisions interpreting” the Anti-Injunction Act, something the 
Supreme Court was in a better position to do.18 The Supreme Court granted CIC Services’ petition for a 
writ of certiorari.19 
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The Supreme Court’s Decision 
The Supreme Court reversed in a unanimous decision written by Justice Kagan. The Court focused on 
the objective “purpose” of CIC Services’ suit — rather than CIC Services’ subjective motivations — as 
revealed by the face of the complaint and with particular emphasis on the relief sought.20 The Court found 
three aspects of the lawsuit significant for determining that it was not barred by the Anti-Injunction Act: 

• The reporting requirement is itself burdensome and costly. As the Court had held in a related context, 
a reporting requirement precedes the assessment and collection of a tax but does not itself fit within 
those terms.21 And CIC Services’ suit was focused on setting aside the Notice, which imposed 
“independently onerous reporting mandates,” not on the civil penalty for violating those mandates.22 
Indeed, CIC Services maintained that it would comply with the Notice as long as it remained on the 
books, and thus would never become liable for the penalty.23 

• “[T]he Notice’s reporting rule and the statutory tax penalty are several steps removed from each 
other.”24 For CIC Services to owe the tax penalty, it would first have to violate the reporting rule. The 
IRS would then have to determine that CIC Services had violated the rule and “make the — entirely 
discretionary — decision to impose a tax penalty.”25 That causal chain is “too attenuated” for the Anti-
Injunction Act to apply.26 

• Violations of the reporting requirement created by the Notice are enforced not only through a civil 
penalty deemed to be a tax but also through a non-tax criminal penalty.27 “That fact clinche[d] the 
case for treating a suit brought to set aside the Notice as different from one brought to restrain its 
back-up tax.”28 Because the criminal penalty would exist even in the absence of any civil tax penalty, 
a suit to restrain the collection of the penalty would not resolve CIC Services’ injury. Moreover, CIC 
Services should not be forced to risk criminal sanctions to challenge this reporting requirement.29 

Justice Sotomayor concurred, writing separately to emphasize that the case might have come out 
differently if CIC Services were a taxpayer instead of an advisor.30 Taxpayers incur lower costs in 
reporting their financial information, and for some taxpayers, the noncompliance penalty may roughly 
approximate the tax liability that the taxpayer avoided by failing to provide the required information. 

Justice Kavanaugh also concurred, “writ[ing] separately to underscore what remains (and does not 
remain)” of two Supreme Court cases that looked to the “effects,” rather than the “purpose,” of the suit.31 
Like the Sixth Circuit, other lower courts had interpreted those cases as barring any pre-enforcement suit 
that would “‘necessarily preclude’ the assessment or collection of a tax.”32 Indeed, while he was on the 
D.C. Circuit, Justice Kavanaugh wrote an opinion adopting that construction of the case law.33 Justice 
Kavanaugh agreed that the “effects” test is hard to square with the text of the Anti-Injunction Act — which, 
he said, does not bar “pre-enforcement suits challenging a regulation backed by a tax penalty.”34 

Implications for the Viability of Other Pre-Enforcement Actions 

CIC Services Does Not Sanction Pre-Enforcement Challenges Generally 
Commentators differ on how broadly the Supreme Court’s decision sweeps. While the decision offers a 
new avenue for bringing pre-enforcement challenges to IRS regulations, it is also narrowly drafted.35 The 
Supreme Court took seriously the government’s concern that allowing CIC Services’ suit to proceed 
would open the “floodgates” to such challenges.36 The Court emphasized that the relief CIC Services 
sought “d[id] not run against a tax at all.”37 Instead, “[t]he suit contests, and seeks relief from, a separate 
legal mandate” — the reporting provision — and the tax “appears on the scene” “only to sanction that 
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mandate’s violation.”38 The Court explained that its decision did not pertain to “the run-of-the-mine suits” in 
which a taxpayer directly challenges a tax rule.39 

Some Considerations When Applying CIC Services 
Nonetheless, CIC Services does allow some pre-enforcement challenges that courts previously barred. 
The authors of this Alert expect that pre-enforcement challenges seeking to take advantage of CIC 
Services will be brought by advisors or other non-taxpayers, and will attempt to identify a non-tax 
obligation that would be alleviated through the suit. CIC Services’ lawsuit, for example, was aimed at an 
“onerous” reporting requirement imposed on material advisors, not taxpayers’ underlying income tax 
obligations or the downstream civil penalty that CIC Services never expected to incur.40 Prior to CIC 
Services, at least one US district court had allowed a pre-enforcement action to go forward in similar 
circumstances. There, the plaintiff organizations — which were not themselves taxpayers — did “not seek 
to restrain assessment or collection of a tax against or from them or one of their members,” but instead 
challenged a regulation “so that a reasoned decision c[ould] be made about whether to engage in a 
potential future transaction.”41 For that reason, the district court concluded that the lawsuit was not barred 
by the Anti-Injunction Act.42 

The Supreme Court was also heavily influenced by the presence of criminal penalties, including the 
possibility of up to one year in prison.43 As the Court explained, such penalties “practically necessitate a 
pre-enforcement, rather than a refund, suit — if there is to be a suit at all,” since the “ordinary person” 
does not “risk[]” jail time, “even to contest the most burdensome regulation.”44 The criminal penalty at 
issue in CIC Services is a broad provision that is not specific to the reporting of reportable transactions. 
And there are other criminal tax provisions that could arguably come into play when someone disobeys a 
tax rule or regulation it believes to be invalid. Thus, this may be an area of further interest and 
development for those seeking to pursue pre-enforcement challenges to IRS rules. 

Other Exceptions to the Anti-Injunction Act 
CIC Services is not the only exception to the Anti-Injunction Act. Courts have allowed pre-enforcement 
suits to go forward when there is no other adequate remedy, such as when the usual procedure for 
challenging taxes and tax rules — a refund or deficiency proceeding — is not available.45 And of course, 
the Anti-Injunction Act does not bar pre-enforcement suits that involve civil penalties not deemed to be 
taxes.46 Parties considering a pre-enforcement suit should assess whether these other exceptions may 
apply to their case as well. 
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